Explorando Nuestra Ciudad

Aidee Larios Palomera | COLFA | In person

**Active Learning Technique**

**Symbolism of Hispanic culture in our city.**

- Cultural exploration: Discover places or items in your city that have a meaning in your life.
- Linguistics expression: Express your thoughts or memories fostering a deeper connection.
- Interpersonal connection: Sharing your work and fostering a sense of community and mutual understanding.
- Reflection and discussion: Critical thinking and self-awareness.

**Student Learning Outcome Satisfied**

- Cultural awareness and appreciation
- Language proficiency enhancement
- Artistic exploration and expression

**Student Benefits and Impact**

- Cultural affirmation
- Language confidence
- Long-term cultural and linguistic connection
- Sense of community

**Intended Target Population**

Spanish as a Heritage Language

**Applicable Setting for Technique**

This activity is in person.